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Law School Evaluates Loan Reimbursement
Assistance Program
BY EVAN MA YOR

Staff Writer
"Watch how many lattes you buy
if you're interested in a public interest
career," is the advice that one speaker gave
students concerned about student loan
debts at a public interest law information
session last month.
Opinions differ as to just how sup
portive the Law School is of students who
are interested in public interest careers.
While students, administrators and alum
ni note that the school offers a number
of services for those with public interest
careers in mind, some agree that there is
a significant need for improvement.
And many argue that improve
ments should start with the Law School's
revamping of its Loan Reimbursement
Assistance Program (LRAP).
GW's LRAP—introduced in
1990—is designed to bring the income
of alumni working in public interest jobs

up to a target level, which according to
the Law School's website is currently set
at $37,000.
A handout circulated at the infor
mation session stated: "If your annual
gross income (minus your annual loan
payments and any deductions for depen
dents) is less than $37,000, you are eligible
for a loan in the amount of the difference
that will bring your annual income to
$37,000. The amount of your award can
not exceed the total of your annual loan
repayments. The maximum loan amount
for any one year is $8,000."
LRAP loans are forgiven completely
at the end of the fiscal year provided
benefiting students meet certain specific
conditions.
Professor Suzanne Jackson sits on
the committee that awards LRAP funds to
alumni. She noted that two improvements
have been made to the program in the past
year: first, the ceiling was increased to
$38,000 for alumni in the lowest paying
jobs; and second, the application process

Prof. Nimmer Digs Up
Dead Sea Scrolls

was simplified.
Prof. Jackson said that as a teacher
involved with a health rights law clinic,
she is interested to know how students
would like to see the program improved.
"I hope to see more and more

See LRAP page 4

Van Vleck Competition Finals
BY ANITA VA LLIANI

Assistant News Editor
As the Van Vleck Constitutional
Law Moot Court Finals approach, con
tenders Jonathan Bond, Eric Klein, Katie
Borden and Joshua Douglas become more
and more weary.
In fact, Klein admitted that Su
preme Court Justice Samuel Alito appears
in his dreams with rather alarming and
disarming frequency.
"The other night I had a dream that
I was standing in front of [Justice] Alito
trying to speak," Klein said, "but my suit
was all splotchy and stained and I had no
idea what to say. Then hail started falling
on the bench and [Justice] Alito started
yelling at me and I woke up in a panic."
Notwithstanding these occasional
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people graduating from GW knowing that
they have the choice to enter into public
interest employment and succeed and pay
their loans and have a good life," Prof.

moments of terror, the finalists remain
relatively composed and optimistic about
the impending competition.
"The only way to fight the panic
is to work really hard," Klein confided.
"Jonathan and I are going to try to make
GW look good and we know Katie and
Josh will do the same."
The Van Vleck Finals are scheduled
to take place in February of 2007. Klein
and his fellow competitors will argue on
the topic of privacy on the Internet in front
of a panel of judges which will include,
of course, Justice Alito.
As such, Klein's nervousness seems
understandable. He noted that that he
calms himself by considering that "one
day they'll get Scalia to judge the Van
Vleck finals and at least I'm not the poor
schmuck who has to argue in front of
him." Amen to that!
O

have something and you merely frame
it, it is not a copyrightable event," Prof.
Nimmer said.
In addition, Prof. Nimmer asserted
that because of the way credit was at
tributed to Qimron for the translations
and the format which Shanks applied to
the texts, moral rights should not have
applied.
While copyright protection of trans
lations of materials in the public domain
is always problematic, Prof. Nimmer
believes the Dead Sea Scrolls provide
a particularly important framework for
discussing these issues. With the cultural
significance of the scrolls and their trans
lations in mind, Prof. Nimmer has taken
the position that these ancient texts should
be available to everyone because of what
they can tell the world about the com
mon roots of Christianity and Rabbinic
Judaism.
This argument is especially revolu
tionary considering that "cultural signifi
cance" has never been a consideration of
courts in the United States as to whether
a work should be protected or freely avail
able to the masses.
Prof. Nimmer is updating "Nimmer
on Copyright," the leading copyright trea
tise, first published by his father Professor
Melville B. Nimmer. He is also currently
working with UC Berkeley Law Professor
Peter Menell on an article entitled "Why
Sony got it wrong," which considers the
landmark Sony - Betamax case.
•
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Student Claims Law School's Refusal to Allow
Comic Mass Distribution Amounts to Censorship
tributing was sponsored by the university,"
Goodman said.
BY EVAN MA YOR
Goodman added that if administra
Stajf Writer
tors believed differently, they could have
When an administrator told then 1L taken various other actions to prevent the
Andrew Cohen last spring semester that he misconception.
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rules
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Bene throughout the law school, he could
or require [Cohen] to put on his publica
have called it quits.
Instead, Cohen has continued to tion that it is not sponsored by the school,"
draw the comic, putting it in the mail Goodman said. "There are a lot of things
boxes of a handful of students who have [GW] could have done to allow him to
continue to distribute instead of silencing
requested subscriptions.
Cohen uses signs dotting campus him in the way they have."
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more
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Bene amounts to censorto be a "skewering" of
ship. However, Dean
David Johnson, Senior Assistant Dean for certain aspects of the Law School, profes
Student Affairs, said that administrators sors and job interviews.
Cohen admitted that the comics con
were looking after Cohen's best interests
tain a certain tone of disenchantment and
when they limited his distribution.
The first issue of Law Monger featured loathing. He dedicated one of the comics to
a duck playing the role of a professor at
tempting to seduce a student using Civil
Procedure rules.
"Now then, howzabout a little RE
MOVAL action and a 1401(a) TRANSFER
to the couch, eh? Eh?" read one frame of
the comic in which the duck grabbed the
female student's belt buckle. The comic
contained some profanity and sexually
explicit language.
Dean Johnson said he met with Co
hen almost one year ago after a number of
students, staff and faculty members com
plained about the comic.
"There's nothing legally wrong with
me buying pornography. But the school is
allowed to tell me I can't have a stack of
pornography on my desk," Dean Johnson
said. "Mr. Cohen was stacking up copies of
his comic book right next to Nota Bene, in
places that seemed official, distribution cen
ters. It appeared to give the imprimatur that
the law school was endorsing this comic.
All I told him was, the school doesn't want
you to do that any more than it wants me to
stack pornography all over my office.If you
want to call that censorship, so be it."
Cohen said he understands why the
Law School does not want to be associated
with the comic, but he said "I'm not sure
that a single photocopied sheet of paper,
folded in half, exactly screams out 'officially
sanctioned'."
It must be noted that nothing printed
on the comics indicates that they are a
publication of the Law School.
Mark Goodman, Executive Director
of the Student Press Law Center, a non
profit organization based in Arlington that
advocates for student press rights, agrees
that it is unlikely that people would think
the Law School sponsored Cohen's comic.
[Full disclosure: the author of this story
worked for the Student Press Law Center
before entering law school]
"I don't think anyone rationally
believes that something [Cohen] was dis

his meeting with Johnson. Another comic
satirizes certain perceptions of race in the
corporate law world.
"It wasn't obscene, pornographic
or sexually harassing and it wasn't put in
anyone's hands," Cohen said. "It offended
someone and [the administrators] just made
the decision that they didn't want to risk of
fending anyone else. Ithought it was a poor
decision on the Administration's part."
But Dean Johnson said creating the
comic was a poor decision on Cohen's
part.
"He may just think it's a cartoon, but
I know for a fact there are people on [state]
bars' character and fitness [committees]
that will not think it's a joke. That was our
biggest concern," Johnson said. "You are
putting in all this studying, all this money
and all this time, why do you want to
chance it on a com
ic book? Someday down
the road this could come up and ruin a job
opportunity for you. We wanted to bring it
to his attention. We are against students do
ing stupid things that are going to endanger
their legal careers."
Cohen said he appreciates Dean
Johnson's concern regarding the character
and fitness issue but he is not worr
ied about
the comic affecting his career.
"I think the comic has a lot of art
istic
worth and I think it has a lot that's worth
sticking up for," Cohen said. "If that means
that I have bad character and flabby fitness
in the judgment of the bar, then that's just

not something that particularly worries
me.
For Dean Johnson's part, he said he
did not make the decision alone. He said
the school's discrimination and harassment
committee thought it was not worth look
ing into but advised Dean Johnson to meet
with Cohen.
And Dean Johnson said Cohen is free
to distribute the comic in students' mail
boxes and he can use the bulletin boards
to advertise for subscriptions.
"Of all the documents put around
this school, [the comic] got more of an
uproar than anything," Dean Johnson said.
"Was it a huge uproar? No. But it got a lot
of complaints. If we effectively c ensored
him you wouldn't be writing this article
right now."
Goodman said that staff members
at student publications around the country
face similar arguments to that which Dean
Johnson raised.
"Because GW is private it legally
can do things that a public college or
university could not, but that doesn't
make their behavior appropriate or right,"
Goodman said. "And it doesn't create a
good model for budding lawyers who one
would hope would be expected to defend
the constitution. It's a very dangerous road
to follow down to say we are only going to
allow expression when we say the views
expressed are those that aren't complained
about."
•

Feminists Rock For a Purpose
BY ROB DICKSON

Staff Writer
On November 15,2006, GW Law's
Feminist Forum hosted the second annual
Femapalooza, a concert to raise money
for its Lifetime Feminist Award.
Each year the Forum awards a grant
to an individual based on his or her career
focus on "feminist-inspired lawyering."
To qualify, one need only be seeking a
career that helps promote the Feminist
Forum's ideals.
"This [award] is the Forum's way
to make a more long-term contribution
to promoting the Feminist cause," said
Lara Worm, last year's Forum president.
"We hope to inspire students to consider
careers in non-profit, or service oriented
fields."
This year's show featured perform
ers Flow Anito and Odd Girl Out. These
groups proved truly diverse: Odd Girl
Out is an all-Lesbian, Joan Jett-inspired
rock band that plays throughout the midAtlantic, whereas Flo Anito is reminiscent
of Fiona Apple, a solo singer/songwriter
who performs behind a keyboard and
microphone.
Though different, all the perform
ers supported the Feminist Forum. In
fact, when asked about their thoughts on
Feminism, Eva Blackmer of Odd Girl
Out responded that "everyone should be
a Feminist [since] without women none
of us would be here."
What brought these bands together
was their desire to support the larger mis
sion of the Feminist Forum.
"The GW Law Feminist Forum is
dedicated to promoting the equal and fair

treatment for all individuals regardless of
gender, class, sexuality or race by engag
ing the Law School in both traditional and
innovative ways," said Iselin Gambert,
current Feminist Forum President.
"We strive to create a world where
all women and men can freely make
their own choices by ensuring that those
choices are freely available," Gambert
added. "I think that is something we can
all get behind."
Professor Joan Schaffner supports
this sentiment. She said "the goal behind
Feminism is to break down societal barri
ers formed by inaccurate characterizations

"[EJveryone should
be a Feminist [since]
without women none
of us would be here."
~ Eva Blackmer of Odd
Girl Out
of people."
Gambert and Worm agree that a
key obstacle to the Feminist Forum's
mission is the common misconception
of its purpose.
Gambert said the Feminist Forum
leadership is hoping to change that by
"broadening feminism's appeal" to the
broader school student body.
"We don't try and define what
Feminism is for everyone," Gambert
noted. "Feminists are not limited to one
definition; we try to embrace many forms.
One of our main goals right now is to
increase dialogue among the law school
community about Feminist issues."

Focusing more on the Law School
itself, Worm believes that overall "GW
is pretty good on Feminist issues." She
added that "Dean Lawrence has been
really receptive to our ideas."
Gambert and Worm recommend
three changes they would like to see at
the Law School: "First, the hiring of more
women and minority professors, second,
that each 1L section has a class taught by
a woman or minority professor, and third,
since the majority of clinical professors
are women, make their salary and benefits
equal to tenured faculty."
According to Worm, these are not
easy tasks. She said that unfortunately,
many at the Law School view Feminism
in a "negative light," the likes of which
she attributes to the defining of Feminism
by the "Republican right."
Gambert also said that Feminism is
misunderstood in the mainstream. "The
biggest misconception about Feminism
is that it is anti-man," she said. "This is
simply not true. In fact, this year, we have
a man as our Vice President."
Prof. Schaffner, Gambert and Worm
agree that changing the nature of the Law
School, and by extension the legal profes
sion, is not easy. Prof. Schaffner remarked
that significant alteration "is especially
difficult in the context of the law since
law itself is gendered [as evidenced by its]
adversarial win or lose, no compromise
nature."
Still, Gambert emphasized that in
the end people are really more alike than
they are different: "Everyone is unique;
gender is just part of what defines some
one," she said. "Ultimately, we want to
bring the student body and professors
together."
•
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LRAP, continued from page 1
Jackson said. "And if we can continue to
increase the number of people who are in
the program, that is one sign that that's
happening."
Prof. Jackson said that between
20 and 30 alumni apply to LRAP each
year.
How Does the Law School's LRAP
Stack Up?
Katharine Gordon, a 2L and stu
dent co-chair of the student-faculty LRAP
committee (which is separate from the
committee that allocates LRAP funds),
said that students hope to present a report
to the committee next semester which
compares the Law School's LRAP with
programs at peer institutions.
Gordon said a rough draft of the
report has been completed but she still
needs to solicit student feedback before
writing up a final draft.
"I don't think we know enough
about what students want," Gordon said.
"We are more at the thought process of
formulating our goals rather than asking
for specific things. I feel at this point the
students still have a lot of work to do."
Based on her research, however,
Gordon said the Law School's LRAP
falls "significantly behind most of the
top 14 schools." She said it was difficult
to compare LRAP programs because the
formulas used to calculate LRAP awards
are "extremely" inconsistent from school
to school.
According to a 2000 study by the
National Association for Public Interest
Law, approximately 56 law schools offer
LRAPs to their graduates, a number that
is likely higher today.
"I think there is huge room for im
provement at GW," Gordon said. "We
have great professors, wonderful clinics
and an outstanding outside placement
program which allows students to gain
the experience and contacts they need to
obtain great public interest jobs they are
passionate about. Unfortunately, many
students do not even consider public inter
est jobs directly from law school because
of debt in excess of $100,000."
Lena Graber, a 2L who sits on the
LRAP committee, said she would like to
see the salary cap raised to at least $40,000
and the maximum amount a graduate can
receive in one year increased to $10,000.
"LRAP is a fundamental compo
nent of any law school's commitment
to supporting public interest work,"
said Graber, who is also working with
the school's Equal Justice Foundation
(EJF) to raise awareness and funds for
the program.
Kaitlin Dunne, a 2L and the other
student co-chair of the LRAP commit
tee, gave the Law School's current LRAP
program a "fair" rating and said "what
makes other schools' programs better is
either a higher salary cap or maximum
amount of reward."
Alumni Weigh-in
Monica Savidge, a 1996 graduate of
the Law School and current recipient of
LRAP funds, said that she is very grateful
for the program.
"I think it is a very good program
and appreciate the fact that it does not
limit who can participate based on the
length of time out of law school," she
said.
Savidge is a staff attorney for the
Legal Aid of North Carolina, Inc.'s Wilm
ington office. She said she has received
LRAP awards for three or four years.
Savidge said of the LRAP's target
income, "$37,000 is livable for a single
person here but it is a challenge for a

family of four. My husband works part
time when I am not working because
daycare costs for two children would be
too costly."
Not all Law School alumni are as
complimentary of the program.
Ben Hiltzheimer, a 2005 graduate
and staff attorney at the District's Public
Defender Service, said his salary was
barely over GW's $37,000 LRAP thresh
old after factoring in his loan payments
so he was not eligible for any money. He
said he is investigating refinancing the
mortgage on his home to make minimum
payments on his loans.
"I think GW's LRAP is one of the
worst in existence," Hiltzheimer said.
"What GW refuses to address is the fact
that public interest salaries remain largely
stable over long periods of time and stu
dents seeking a quality legal education but
who also want to pursue careers in public
interest work are left buried in debt for
literally the rest of their lives."
Hiltzheimer said he met with Dean
Frederick Lawrence last year before he
graduated to complain that $37,000 is not
a reasonable wage in DC.
"He very frankly expressed a lack
of interest in helping graduates pursuing
careers in public interest," Hiltzheimer
said.
Hiltzheimer said he became frus
trated with what he perceived as the Law
School's lack of commitment to students
interested in public interest careers.
"GW has both a responsibility and
the ability to send a message to aspiring
young lawyers that there is more to the
profession than the pursuit of 'prestige'
and material wealth and it has proven
itself a failure on this front," Hiltzheimer
said. "There are a number of brilliant,
committed members of the faculty who
are exceptional in this regard, but they are
perhaps the only saving grace of a school
that functions more like a corporation pre
paring for an IPO than it does an institute
of learning."
GW's Commitment to Public Inter
est Multifaceted, Administrators Say
Dean Lawrence said that he is sorry
that Hiltzheimer is disappointed with
the LRAP, but that he has "every reason
to believe there are many more satisfied
students than unsatisfied students in the
LRAP."
Dean Lawrence said LRAPs should
not be the sole measure of a school's com
mitment to public interest. Rather, the
LRAP should be looked at in the context
of the financial aid picture generally.
"Some schools strategically have
decided to spend more money on LRAP
than other financial aid; that is not an
approach we intend to take," Dean Law
rence said. "We want a more balanced
approach because there are a o
l t of people
that can't afford to attend law school on
the front end." '
He said the school will spend more
than $7 million on financial aid this
year, which is well over 10 percent of the
budget.
"You can reduce the bite on the
front end or give debt relief on the back
end," Lawrence said. "Financial aid on
the front end plays a role in encouraging
people to do public interest on the back
end."
Prof. Jackson said GW's LRAP
endowment is smaller compared to the
endowments at schools with better pro
grams. While she did not have exact finan
cial figures, Prof. Jackson told attendees
at the public interest session last month
that approximately $15,000 in endowment

money funds the program each year while
the school contributes more than $100,000
out of its operating budget to support the
program.
"The Dean has been extremely sup
portive of this program," Prof. Jackson
said.
Dean Lawrence said he approved
an additional $130,000 for the program
last year. "I am looking to that committee
to tell me what their needs are and so far
what they have asked for we have been
able to do," he said.
Prof. Jackson said people that want
to make changes to the LRAP will need
to do more than complain. She said the
report students are putting together com
paring LRAPs at different schools will
make any changes the committee recom
mends more persuasive.
Dean Lawrence also said the recent
hire of a dedicated public interest counsel
or in the Career Development Office and
the fact that the Law School has one of
the most expansive externship programs
in the country also show the school's com
mitment to public interest.
"Public interest is a huge part of
what we do for a number of reasons,"
Dean Lawrence said. "I'd like to see us be
able to do more for LRAP just as I'd like
to see us be able to raise financial aid for
students altogether. In terms of increasing
the pool of funds available for LRAP, I
would say that's one of the things I talk
to alumni about for fundraising."
And getting more money is what it's
all about, said Chris Laskowski, a 2005
graduate and current LRAP award recipi
ent. Laskowski is a Program Associate at

the DC Appleseed Center, where he does
legal and policy research and advocacy for
local agencies.
"I think the folks who work with
the LRAP are great and genuinely want
to help out students who are committed
to public interest work," Laskowski said.
"Generally, the biggest improvement that
is needed is more money. Of course, it is
easy for me to say that when I don't have
to go out and raise the money myself."
Laskowski, who said his main proj
ect for the Center right now is working to
find ways to ensure families have a chance
to reap the benefits of the re-development
along the Anacostia River, was hesitant
to accept a raise last year because he
wasn't sure how it would affect his LRAP
award.
"The LRAP awards are a huge help
early on, but the real problem is that the
ceiling is only reflective of an entry level
salary," he said.
Laskowski said he was able to
identify a few professors at GW that were
supportive of his intention to do public
interest work, but in general, "I can't say
that I saw a commitment to public interest
from GW," he said.
However, he said he has noticed
some positive changes in the last year.
"I can't imagine GW ever being a
Mecca for public interest, but I hope that
the school does continue to increase the
support for those students who have made
that choice on their own," he said.
For more information on GW Law's
LRAP program, visit: http://www.law.
gwu.edu/Resources/Public+Interest+a
nd+Pro+Bono/Financial+Assistance/
Loan-(-Reimbursement-)-Assistance+Pro
gram.htm.
To get involved in reviewing and
revising the Law School's LRAP, e-mail
EJF at gwequaljusticeto gmail.com
•
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FTC Holds Conference
on Campus
ments on their personal web pages, they
may unknowingly become regulatees of
the FTC — and as such subject to regula
Staff Writer
tions of which they are unaware or which
Technology, with its breakneck they do not understand,
speed and unpredictable evolution, may
The concept of privacy served as anpresent the Federal Trade Commission other overarching theme at the hearings.
(FTC) with a unique set of challenges Harrington-McBride said that "technolo— but instead of taking a reactive, wait- gies that track [consumer] behavior across
and-see approach to new technological websites are more prevalent than ever."
changes, the FTC is hard at work devel- Companies are actively consolidating data
oping programs and initiatives which will on internet users' behavior patterns for use
prevent consumer head- —t^m^^mm^^mmammtt^—m in developing marketing
BY AMY MARIE CASSID Y

aches, fraud, and reguia- Harrinzton-McBride strategiestory nightmares before nu'™Slon ^CDliae
And after the Amerthey ever occur.
indicated that the ica Online incident last
The FTC held one
hpnrinon WPVP nni August in which search
such program, entitle
terms used by individual
"Protecting Consumers
nteant to respond
customers—some of a
in the Next Tech-ade," in
to any perceived
personal nature—were
Lisner Auditorium from
disclosed, and the New
ni>/1i,'
roMe» m
e
November 6- 8 . 2 0 0 6 .
York Times was able to
More than 100 experts
FTC's current
attribute the terms directly
in various fields gathered
regulatory and
to individual IP addresses,
to discuss and debate the
*
.
consumers have even more
future of the many day- c Onsuntet protection reason j0 be Wary.
to-day technologies such
schemes.
However, Har
as cell phones, computers
rington-McBride said that
and the Internet that most
there may be good news
people take for granted.
for Google users and online shoppers
According to Coordinator of Tech- everywhere. The FTC is currently using
ade Catherine Harrington-McBride, "the the information gathered at the hearings
idea was to gather experts together and let to determine what—if any—policy initia[the FTC] be a fly on the wall."
tives might be appropriate to protect indiHarrington-McBride indicated viduals against disclosure and attribution
that the hearings were not meant to re- of Internet usage data.
spond to any perceived problem with the
The hearings also offered the FTC
FTC's current regulatory and consumer and members of the public an opportunity
protection schemes. Rather, they were to view various forthcoming initiatives
devised as an informatory forum where planned by some of the biggest names in
administrators, regulators and the public technology.
could discover the trends which are likely
Dr. William T. Edwards, Senior Vice
to prevail in the next
President and Chief
decade.
,
,
,
Information Officer
r
For
Convergence,
ofexample,
Advanced Micro
personalization and
users rate products or
Devices (AMD),

P

"> ">

made one of the
privacy were among
accept payments for
the major trends which
most exciting presen
placing advertisements
emerged from these
tations.
hearings and which
Dr. Edwards
on their personal
the FTC intends to
showcased AMD's
web pages, they may
consider closely:
prototype for its
Device conver
50x15 Project, the
unknowingly become
gence and transmis
goal of which is to
regulatees of the FTC
sion convergence
have 50 percent of the
— and as such subject
present the FTC with
world's population on
one of its greatest
the Internet by 2015.
to regulations of which
challenges. Increased
As of today, approxi
they are unaware or
consumer reliance
mately 17 percent of
on single devices for
which they do not
the world's popula
telephone, e-mail and
tion has Internet ac
understand.
Internet access, along
cess.
with the provision of
The prototype
consolidated technology services by single is a small, router-sized processing unit
corporations (i.e. cellular service, internet which AMD calls the Personal Internet
access and cable television), require that Communicator. AMD hopes the project
the FTC change the way it regulates the will result in easy access to the world's
communications and technology industry, fastest growing information source
Currently, FTC regulations are specific to and will one day lead to mass distance
individual services.
education in traditionally under-educated
Furthermore, personalization of the populations.
Internet has increased remarkably as more
A technology pavilion at the hearand more individuals are contributing ings provided companies with complidirectly to it. In fact, more than 35 per- mentary space to showcase their products
cent of all internet users have generated and give consumers up-close looks at what
content via individual blogs or websites the companies already have for sale or
like Wikipedia and MySpace.
will very soon.
Although this allows Internet users
Some of the more standard products
more perspectives and information—both included the Microsoft Zune and Tivo.
extraneous and pertinent—than ever, its But the crowd favorite was by far the
implications for content generators and Moo Bella, an ice cream vending machine
the FTC are increasingly complex. For which uses a flash freezing process to
example, if Internet users rate products turn liquid into ice cream in under sixty
or accept payments for placing advertise- seconds.
•

Getting to Know:
Richard Freer
to a casebook which he uses in his classes
and which is also used in law schools
Staff Writer
across the country.
"Writing the casebook was a lot of
Professor Richard Freer began this fun," Freer explains. "I taught Civ Pro
interview lamenting about the health of from different case books and I found I
one of his cats which needed to be taken was always supplementing them, always
to the vet. "I'm a big cat guy. I've been a adding cases or text, so I got to think
cat guy all my life," he explains.
ing one day, maybe I should do my own
Freer wrote the book on Civil Pro casebook."
cedure. .. literally, and the hornbook to ac
Freer continues, joking, "I figured,
company it. So it made him a great choice I'm tenured, maybe I have some worth
to be invited to GW Law School as a visit- while ideas."
ing professor from Emory University, espiHe then wrote a casebook proposal
cially after being chosen as a candidate in and sent it to a publishing house, which
the recent GW Law dean
later became Lexisnexis,
selection process in which
under the premise, "The
Dean Fred Lawrence was
"Civ Pro is the
world doesn't need just
hired.
.
~
another Civ Pro caseOf the selection Fretoughest first year b00k„
BY SARAH VA LERIO

er says, "They chose the
Stuff. . . I wanted
Freer elaborates,
Civ
Pro
is the toughest
right guy. Fred Lawrence
book that did tWO "
is doing a terrific job."
. first
year stuff in my own
Although Freer was
things. (Jne IS it
opinion, so what you
not chosen for the posi- would have original need to do is try to make
tion, he says "It was a
. .. .
it easier. You need a book
™
text in it where we which
, • , makes
, it easier.
wonderful experience going through the process,
actually explained Other books are stitched
and I got to meet a lot
together law review ar
what the cases
of great people." He ac
ticles which are not very
were about and
cepted the invitation to be
helpful. I wanted a book
a visiting professor after
the other thing is it that did two things. One is
the associate dean called
it would have original text
had to have a big
him with the offer.
in it where we actually
"I jumped at it." enough integration
explained what the cases
Freer says. "I met a lot
were about and the other
of materials."
of folks and was so im
thing is it had to have a
~ Professor Freer big enough integration of
pressed with the school. I
had a really good feeling
—mmmaterials. There was just
fundamental confusion
about it. [My wife and
I] were empty nesters at this point and it and people were clueless on some basic
seemed like a great time to do it. GW is stuff so I wanted to have a book that
a great, great school not just in terms of integrated them."
The publishing house, however,
reputation and rankings. It is a wonderful
place to be. It has terrific faculty, terrific wanted Freer's book co-authored. With
students, and a really palpable sense of this in mind, Freer introduced himself
community and mission and team."
to Georgetown Law Professor Wendy
Freer is equally upbeat in the class Purdue.
room. He teaches with what can only be
"I asked her if she wanted to work
described as a mixture of exuberance and on a casebook with me," Freer explains.
bravado, as if presenting a case to a jury "We shared the same ideas and agreed on
rather than information to a classroom the basic thrust of the book."
of first year students in Civil Procedure
Students learning from the book
I and II.
may be surprised to learn that it began
"In the real world, I litigated so on a napkin.
I dealt with civil procedure a lot," says
"We sat down at lunch and wrote
Freer of how he was drawn to the subject out on a napkin who would do which
matter. "I also clerked for federal judges chapters," Freer says. "We traded chap
which meant that I was using procedure ters so one would write chapters and the
and jurisdiction a lot, so it was my real other would take a red pen to it. It reads
world experience and •••••••••••••
like one book instead
the importance of civil
of chapters by different
"/jog at least a mile
procedure. I got to teach
people. ... The book
it kind of by a fluke. and a half every day..
can always be better
When I went into the # J n JS years I have not but we are very haPPy
business I didn't insist
.
with the reception it
on a teaching package;
missed a Single day.
has had."
I took whatever they
~ Professor Freer
Despite his writgave me. The dean gave
ing methods, Prof. Freme Civil procedure and
er is a disciplined man.
that was my favorite class."
"I jog at least a mile and a half every
After college, Freer attended law day," he says. "The last time I didn't was
school at UCLA where he met his April 14, 1991. In fifteen years I have not
wife whom he married before his third missed a single day. Usually, I try to go
year. He passed the California bar and three miles."
clerked for the late federal judges Edward
"The last day I did not run I was in
Schwartz and Clement Haynsworth be a Marriott doing a bar review thing, and
fore practicing for three years as part of I had gotten woefully out of shape. I was
a firm and then becoming a professor at gorging on a cheeseburger and Toblerone
Emory University Law School. He has bar, and I said, 'this is really bad.' So I
since been named a Robert Howell Hall said when I get to Atlanta I would jog for
Professor of Law there.
45 straight days...it has been over 5,000
His interest in civil procedures lead days."
•
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NEWS

Law Students Press for Changes to University
Non-Discrimination Policy
the word "unlawfully" from the policy
statement and would add gender iden
Staff Writer
tity and expression to the list of classes
protected against discrimination.
The effort is
In response to a
being
led by third
recent decision in the
year
law
student
U.S. Supreme Court,
The proposed
and
Lambda
Law
Lambda Law, an or
changes
would
Secretary,
Matthew
ganization centered
Kolodziej. Since any
about gay, lesbian,
eliminate the word
changes
would have
bisexual, and trans
"unlawfully
"from
to
be
accomplished
at
sexual legal issues, is
the
University
level,
the
policy
statement
preparing a proposal
Mr. Kolodziej and
for the University to
and would add
Lambda
having been
change its non-dis
working
closely
with
gender
identity
crimination policy
Allied
in
Pride,
an
concerning gender
and expression to
undergraduate group
and sexuality.
the list of classes
with a similar focus.
The Court re
Allied in Pride
protected against
cently decided that
has already submit
the Federal Govern
discrimination.
ted the changes rement could under
m—mmm—mmmm
garding gender iden
constitutional law
tity and expression to
cut off funding to
schools that did not permit military a joint committee composed of students
recruiters onto campus. The military and faculty, where it will be considered
currently maintains a policy under which before going before the Faculty Senate.
open homosexuality in the armed forces Mr. Kolodziej is confident that that pro
posal will be met with support.
is not permitted.
He expects a somewhat more uphill
Currently, the policy states that
battle,
however, regarding the removal of
the University does not "unlawfully"
the
word
"unlawfully." That language
discriminate based on sexual orientation.
BY JOHN WAL KER

The proposed changes would eliminate

was adopted to the non-discrimination

policy in 1990, when the sexual orien
tation category was added. The fear at
the time was that, without the language,
the University's ROTC program would
have to be dissolved under such a policy
because ROTC is tied to the military,
which discriminates against gays and
lesbians under its "Don't Ask, Don't
Tell" policy.
According to Mr. Kolodziej, there
are many schools without the "unlaw
fully" language that continue to host
ROTC programs. He claims that by
including the "unlawfully" language,
the University is limiting the scope of its
non-discrimination policy.
"We think non-discrimination
policy should be a substantive statement
that we do not discriminate regardless of
what the law is," he said.
As evidence of the deficiencies of
the current policy, Mr. Kolodziej pointed
to the recent issues concerning the Law
School and military recruitment. Last
year the Law School was involved in
litigation which reached the Supreme
Court challenging Congress's enactment
of the Solomon Amendments, which
mandated that if law schools did not
provide military recruiters equal access
to their campuses, they would lose their
government funding. Law schools, in
cluding George Washington Law School,
'

• jJ I i

challenged the legislation, arguing that
it violated schools' free speech rights
by causing them to subvert their own
non-discrimination policies by allowing
recruiters on campus which do no adhere
to those policies.
However, because the George
Washington University's policy contains
the word "unlawfully", the military's re
cruiting practices, including their refusal
to hire openly gay or lesbian students,
is not in disagreement with the policy
because the military's "Don't Ask, Don't
Tell" policy has been sanctioned by Con
gress and is legal.
Lambda intends to seek the support
of the University's Vice President and
General Counsel, Dennis Blumer, prior
to making a proposal to the full Faculty
Senate.
Currently, Lambda has drafted a
statement advocating the change and
calling for a policy that makes a "prin
cipled, meaningful statement against
discrimination." That statement has been
endorsed by other law school groups:
Black Student Association, Criminal
Law Society, Environmental Law Asso
ciation, Equal Justice Foundation, The
Feminist Forum, GW Law Democrats,
GW Law Students for Choice, Humans
Rights Law Society, International Law
Society, and Street Law.

Register for the

2007 McKenna Long & Aldridge
"Gilbert A. Cuneo" Government Contracts
Moot Court Competition
Obtain 1 Credit-Hour
At least $1,500 Available in Prize Money
Top 10-15% of Competitors Invited to Join Moot Court Board
Opportunity to have Briefs Published
Post-Competition Reception at McKenna Long & Aldridge
Great Networking Opportunities!
No Government Contracts experience required!!
First Round: March 24, 2007 at GW Law School
Semi-Final Round: March 31, 2007 at GW Law School
Final Round: Early April at U.S. Court of Federal Claims (Date TBA)
For more information, please contact:
Elissa Bretz or Steve Smyers
ebretz@law.gwu.edu or ssmyers@law.gwu.edu
Co-Chairs, Government Contracts Moot Court Competition
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Obeying U.S. Law From South America
Buenos Aires, Argentina - Walking the
disrepaired tile sidewalks of barrio B elgrano in Capital Federal, I can't help but
feel a pain every couple blocks as I pass the
numerous window-dressed travel agencies
advertising $350 USD round-trip flights to
Cuba. Could an inno
cent 5-day trip to visit
family in Cuba really
be that culpablel
As a student and
future practitioner of
the Almighty Law of
the United States, I
have accepted the con
dition that I am com
mitted to abiding by
its terms, regardless of
whether I agree with
its particular policies.
This means I can't
visit my family in Cuba without injudi
cious permission from the Treasury, that
is, if I want to succeed in the pathways of
a legal profession and somehow contrib
ute toward the evolution of the modern
justice system. Which I do.
YANKEES DON'T PLAY FUBOL
Here in Argentina, the revitalizing
news of the Democratic sweep in the mid
term elections barely caught the attention
of the press, much less the eyes and ears of
the Argentinean people. While Argentin
eans are justifiably full of opinions regard
ing their soccer teams, beautiful women,
grandiose country-side, proud FrenchSpanish-Italian heritage, and where to
find the best empanada, most couldn't
care less about American politics. Ac
cording to the taxi drivers who appear to
be the most informed, nobody thinks the
"change" will make any difference. Here,
Yankees (pronounced "ShankEEYs") are
simply Yankees.
Truth be told, you really can't blame
them. Our Argentinean peers, not more

Chief Economist for the World Bank
Joe Stiglitz, believe that it was our own
international "market fundamentalism"
(consistent during the Clinton Years) that
greatly exacerbated the 2001 Argentinean
crisis.
A
s
such, one might
Pere%
understand why Ar
gentineans care less
about the U.S. elec
toral process than
President Bush does
about the time of
day Hugo Chavez
goes to the bath
room.

than 5 years ago, experienced a ThreeFold collapse of their economy. Due to
a long history of political corruption,
unmonitored national debt, and a fabri
cated monetary system upheld by foreignowned banks and Washington Consensus

Daniel J.

Beyond
policies, in late 2001 Argentina lost the
confidence of investors. The loss com
menced a flight of money away from the
country, eventually leading toward a run
on the banks and government measures,
which effectively froze all bank accounts
for an entire 12 month period.
Once the IMF poster child for
development in Latin America, almost
overnight Argentina became a country
in economic and civil unrest. An entirely
new socio-economic class was created,
street dwellers called cartoneros ( "card
board collectors") living off city trash.
At the same time, rioting and aggressive
protesting became everyday occurrences,
often directed at banks and foreign (es
pecially American) privatized compa
nies. When recovery began in 2003, the
Argentinean peso, once having a 1-to-l
peso-dollar parity, settled at an exchange
rate of 3-to-l.
In short, whether Red or Blue,
the Argentineans I speak with cannot
envision any change in the U.S. global
policy machine. Many economists, in
cluding Nobel Prize Laureate and former

A 1 though I am utterly
optimistic about the
recent Democratic home-run, in terms of
our US-Cuba policy, maybe the Argentin
eans are right. Maybe nothing will change.
POST-ELECTION EMBARGO STA
TUS
In Florida's 11th Congressional
District, a gerrymandered "safe" Demo
cratic seat was handed over to newly elect
ed Kathy Castor. While spending my 1L
summer clerking remotely for an appellate
lawyer in California, I took the liberty to
spend time in Tampa campaigning against
Mrs. Castor in the Congressional Primary
and for the intrepid A1 Fox, running on
an anti-embargo and pro-Cuba relations
platform.
Never actually standing a chance
at winning the election, the A1 Fo x for
Congress campaign aimed to raise aware
ness of the Cuba "issue" while the unfet
tered Castor defended the status quo by
repeating the Old Guard mantra, "We will
not enrich the Communist regime."
Kathy Castor is just one example
of the many elected officials nation-wide

(both Republican and Democrat) who
receive thousands of dollars in the form of
campaign contributions from organized
South Florida-based anti-Castro extrem
ists in exchange for taking the painless
"Anti-Communist" stand. Like so many
other "special interests" in American poli
tics, votes upholding the Cuban embargo
for the last 40 years are bought and sold
freely in a political supermarket where
elected officials feel no significant pressure
from their constituency.
God forbid we have a debate on
the merits. While families are separated
and American businesses miss out on
huge profits, the island 90-miles off our
coast is being taken over by Imperial
China as we create a national security
vacuum a la the former [Soviet] Missile
Crisis.
While there should be enough
domestic reasoning to re-think the embar
go, for the 15th year in a row the United
Nations voted to condemn the United
States' embargo against Cuba this year by
a vote of 183-to-4 (the U.S., Israel, Palau,
and the Marshall Islands opposing).
Nothing will change unless our
elected officials are willing to have a
meritorious debate and make decisions
with political integrity. Those of us who
are waiting for the Caribbean Sea Wall to
fall have our fingers crossed that the new
Democratic majority will do just that.
For now, as I await the legal
means to travel to Cuba in May, I'll en
joy a few more empanadas, attempt the
Che-Trail to Macchu Picchu, and look
forward to breaking down fences along
the US-Mexico border.
BEST WISHES FOR FINALS
Try repeating the following mantra
twice per day:
"I willfeed my Professor. I willfeed myself"
Just think, in two weeks you'll be full of
it.
•

Song Selections
I bet you could use some new tunes.
Here are some suggestions:

- Nostalgic for 1992? This is the album
for you. The Game evokes Dr. Dre and
N.W.A., shouting about Compton and the
Lily Allen - Lily's a cheeky lil' other trappings of life as a West Coast plaBritish lass who sings breezy, calypso- ya. Like his influences, Mr. Game's vocals
sounding pop songs
are right out front.
BIFF
about robberies and
Hip-hop is generally
misguided fellows
better when the rap
who've wronged her.
pers enunciate, and
She's huge across
this is one of those
the pond, and she's
times. Buy it.
poised to take the colonies by storm next
ED-40 - "Tell Me When To Go"
year. Get in on the ground floor.
- This song amuses me because it's the
Royksopp - "Remind Me" - Have "ghostriding" anthem. To properly
you seen that new-ish Geico commercial "ghostride," one must drive until one finds
with the caveman in the airport? If you a road that declines slightly, throw one's
haven't, I can only infer that you study too whip into neutral, and then get out of the
much. Stop it. Anyways, in it a caveman car and dance next to it as it rolls down
is riding an airport people-mover when a the road. Do a search on YouTube and
Geico poster that clowns cavemen hap see it, but don't look during class 'cause
pens to catch his eye. He lets a sad little you'll probably laugh out loud. This song
laugh escape as he continues on. It's pretty is as goofy as this activity might suggest.
funny. This is the song from that com Get on it.
mercial. The rest of the album, Melody
A.M. is just as charming. One can listen
The National - Alligator - I just
to it whilst one works out -the beats sync caught the National at Black Cat, and
perfectly with the elliptical machine -and they were surprisingly great. The content
it's good for studying, too. Get it.
of their lyrics strongly suggests that a girl
The Game - Doctor's Advocate dumped the lead singer, which prompted

BiffAbout Town

him to start a band and emote about it.
That they don't sound Coldplay-weepy
owes much to the lead singer's rich,
resonant voice. The National's intensity
and focus knifed through the smoky, dis
affected fog that permeated the Black
Cat's main stage area. Borrow it from
someone.
Justin Timberlake - "My Love
(DFA Mix)" - Behold the gentleman
from LCD
Soundsystem's successful collabo
with Mr. Cameron Diaz. The track is sim
ply a disco beat with JT's unmistakable
falsetto layered over it; somehow, these
elements gel into a smooth, muscular
groove. Grab it if you can find it.
Beck - The Information -1 love it.
The Information sounds like Beck's whole
catalog mixed in a blender, making this
tangy Beck ffappe. I danced, I laughed,
and I cried. It's lovely in mixed company
and in one's car, and it remains lodged in
one's head. Stop reading this right now,
and go buy it.
Hall & Oates -Don't sleep on Hall
& Oates. Anyone who's spent time wait

ing in a dentist's office has heard these
songs, but have you sat down and really
listened to this stuff? It's not bad. "I Can't
Go For That (No Can Do)" is undeniable.
And Oates has one of the finest mous
taches in rock history. Give H&O another
listen. Borrow it from my parents.
The Black Keys - They're from
Akron, Ohio. I just caught them at 9:30
Club and they were outstanding. 9:30
Club is such a slick venue that it's virtu
ally artist-proof: you could catch a Kajagoogoo show there, and you'd still walk
away happy. Luckily, the Black Keys won
the crowd over with a loud, gritty blues
show. There's just two of them, guitar
and drums. The drummer looks like your
typical Brooks Brothers white kid; the
guitar player looks like the lead singer of
the Spin Doctors, but he sings like Rick
Astley. The Keys write primal, loud blues
songs. The listener doesn't notice the lack
of bass because the lead guitarist keeps the
groove going with the top two strings on
the guitar. It's blues, but you can dance to
it. It's the perfect soundtrack to situations
where you're cooking red meat of some
kind on an outdoor grill. I'll give it to you
if you ask me.
•
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BY EVELYN KIM

The Main Attraction

Life Outside^ the Law

This is the last issue of Nota Bene for the semester so I'm not sure how many of you will b e
reading it since it is the first day of the exam period. I hope you've enjoyed reading the column so
far. Good luck with exams! Here, are picks twenty-six to thirty.
26.
Borat: Cultural Learnings of America for Make Benefit Glorious Nation of
Kazakhstan (2006) (COMEDY) starring Sasha Baron Cohen, directed by Larry Charles. I know
this is an obvious choice, but I think the movie is so funny that it deserves another iota of free
publicity. This outrageous comedy follows Sasha Cohen's character, Borat, from Kazakhstan to the
United States where he films a documentary on his cultural learnings in America. He meets with
feminists, a language instructor, and an etiquette instructor, among others, in order to verse him
self in American culture. Along the way, Borat becomes side-tracked from his original journalistic
mission when he falls in love with Pamela Anderson at a garage sale and decides he must travel to
California to find her. Usually, when I watch a comedy, a few moments will tickle my funny bone,
but this movie tickled me most of the way through. I find Sasha Cohen's character Ah G annoy
ing, and I never watch his television show. So, you don't have to be a Sasha Cohen fan to like the
movie. I really appreciate Cohen's balls-out style. He is one nervy comedic actor, and the risks he
took making the movie add an extra element of humor.
27.
Born Rich (DOCUMENTARY) featuring Jamie Johnson, pharmaceutical heir;
Georgianna Bloomberg, media heiress; Stephanie Ercklentz, finance heiress; Cody Franchetti, textile
heir; Christina Floyd, professional sports heiress; Juliet Hartford, A&P Supermarket heiress; Josiah
Hornblower, Vanderbilt/Whitney heir; S.I. Newhouse IV, m edia heir; Ivanka Trump, real estate
heiress; Luke Weill, gaming industry heir; Carlo von Zeitschel, European royalty; directed by Jamie
Johnson. The nation's capital is a stunning bastion of wanna be elitism, but if you're interested in
getting an unabashed view into a world of elites, have a look at this documentary. Pharmaceutical
heir, Jamie Johnson, filmed this Emmy-nominated documentary while he was a student at NYU.
Johnson interviews several of his privileged friends on the taboo topic of money. There are some
pretty uncomfortable moments like when Georgina Bloomberg, daughter of New York City Mayor
Mike Bloomberg, claims to be unfamiliar with the word entrepreneur and when Christina Floyd
muses over what would happen if she brought one of her Jewish friends to her waspy, old money,
country club. I think the most interesting part of the documentary, however, is when Jamie turns
the camera on himself. There are scenes where he follows his father around asking him why it is
taboo to talk about one's wealth. In another scene, Jamie asks his father to suggest what he should
do for a living, to which his father responds that Jamie should collect maps. I had the opportunity
to see this documentary when it debuted at the Sundance Film Festival in Park City, Utah, and the
largely local audience was not amused. During the Q&A after the screening, Jamie didn't really get
any questions. Those called on to ask questions mainly made self-righteous and scathing remarks
about Jamie and his friends. The audience seemed pretty pissed off to discover that our Puritan
meritocracy also has an English type leisure class.
28.
In the Heat of the Night (DRAMA) starring Sidney Poitier, Rod Steiger, Lee
Grant, and Warren Oates, directed by Norman Jewison. In 1967, the film took home five Academy
Awards, including Best Picture and Best Actor (Rod Steiger.) It also took home the Academy Award
for Sound. The musical score was arranged by Quincy Jones, and it contains music by Ray Charles.
Overall, it's one of the best musical arrangements I've ever heard in a movie that is not based on
the life of a musician. In the movie, a northern, black homicide detective, Virgil Tibbs, (played by
Sidney Poitier) is arrested for the murder of a wealthy factory owner when he arrives in Sparta,
Mississippi, to visit his mother. When the widow of the progressive factory owner asks him to stay
and help solve the murder, the local police chief (played by Rod Steigier) finds himself working
with the man he accused of committing the crime. The police chief keeps trying to send Virgil on
the first train headed back North for his own safety, but Poiter's character is fearless. Virgil faces his
own racial prejudices when he becomes convinced that a racist cotton plantation owner is guilty of
the murder. I think this film is great but even more significant when you appreciate the fact that the
movie was released and recognized by the Academy during the height of the civil rights movement.
Poiter's performance is tremendous. I especially like the scene where the plantation owner slaps
Poitier, and Poiter slaps him right back. I think Poiter should have taken home the award for Best
Actor, although he was not nominated. To me, the movie seems like it was made in 1997. It looks
and feels very modern.
29.
Chaplin (SEMI-BIOGRAPHICAL) starring Robert Downey, Jr., Geraldine
Chaplin, James Woods, Kevin Kline, Dan Ackroyd, Marisa Tomei, Diane Lane, and Anthony
Hopkins, directed by Richard Attenborough. The movie follows the life of Charlie Chaplin from
his difficult childhood to his rise as one of the most famous comedians in history. The film uses
Anthony Quinn, playing a biographer who is interviewing Chaplin in order to write his book, to
tell the story of Chaplin's life. Chaplin's biography is also the story of the rise of the film industry
in America, including the transition from silent films to the rise of "talkies" (sound movies), which
Chaplin vehemently refused to accept as a new medium. In addition, the movie shows the creation
of the United Artist film studio, which was the first partnership between among to direct, produce,
and distribute their own movies. Chaplin had a very controversial love life, and his three documented
marriages were to women ages 16 and 17. Chaplin ultimately was exiled from the United States by
J. Edgar Hoover for un-American activities during the McCarthy era, giving the film yet another
historical angle. Robert Downey, Jr., gives an Oscar nominated performance as Charlie Chaplin, and
he is so convincing in the role that you don't catch even glimpse of contrived acting. I know this is
the last movie you may be interested in seeing if, like me, you've never seen a Charlie Chaplin film
in your whole life. This movie did not make me want to go out and rent any Chaplin films, but it's
a great look into the world of a comic genius.
30.
Rush (DRAMA) starring Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason Leigh, Sam Elliot, and Greg
Allman, directed by Lili Fini Zanuck. This movie follows the descent of two undercover narcotics
agents who become addicted to drugs while trying to build a case against a local bar owner played
by Greg Allman of the Allman Brothers. Jennifer Jason Leigh does a terrific job of playing a young,
naive narcotics agent, and it's easy to invest in the characters in the film. It's a pretty realistic look
at human bonding, weakness, and corruption in America's god-fearing heartland.
•

For those who will be sticking around the DC metro area
during winter break, there are various activities in which to partake
that will put you in the spirit of the season. Here are a few sugges
ted
activities to do with family and friends—especially after finals are
over when you have some down time to enjoy the holidays.
1. Skiing. There are various ski areas within several hours
from DC including: Snowshoe Ski Resort (Snowshoe, WV), Whitetail Mountain (Mercerberg, PA), Roundtop Resort (Lewisberry,
PA), Wisp Resort (Deep Creek Lake, MD), Bryce Resort (Basye,
VA), Canaan Valley Resort (Davis, WV). Check the websites for
each resort for more information.

2. Ice Skating Local outdoor ice-skating is available at the
National Gallery of Art Sculpture Garden or at Pentagon Row in
Pentagon City.
3. Visit the National Christinas Tree. Attend the lighting
ceremony of the National Christmas Tree at the Ellipse near the
White House on December 5. Nationally known entertainers and
a military band perform, and the President gives a speech. The
National Park Service distributes free tickets on a first-come-first
serve basis at the Ellipse Visitor Pavilion starting November 4. If
you can't make it to the lighting ceremony, you can still visit the
Tree and the Pathway of Peace that are illuminated each evening
from dusk until 11 p.m. through January 1st. Each night in Decem
ber, musical groups from the Washington, DC area will entertain
visitors.
4. Visit the National Hanukkah Menorah- Attend the
lighting ceremony of the National Hanukkah Menorah at the El
lipse with speeches, music, activities for kids, and the lighting of
the National Menorah by Rabbi Levi Shemtov. This event takes
place on December 17 at 4pm and is free, but tickets are required.
Call 202-332-5600 for more information.
5. Holiday NSO Concerts.

• The National Symphony Orchestra offers the Happy Holi
days Concert at the Kennedy Center from December 7-10, where
the NSO performs various holiday favorites as part of their Pops
Concert Series. Tickets range from $20-$80.
• For a more traditional concert, the NSO also performs
Handel's Messiah at the Kennedy Center from December 21-24.
Tickets range from $20-$80.
6. Holiday Dance Performances.
• The Dance Institute of Washington's Fabian Barnes and
his dance company perform The Spirit of Kwanza at the Kennedy
Center from December 28-29. The Washington Post described this
performance as "shake-the-rafters, rattle-the-floorboards, unabash
edly uplifting." Tickets range from $15-$30.
•
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" ReadThis Column Instead
of
Studying
Since it's finals time, I should Still Not Crowned
be studying, and this column won't be
USC probably beat UCLA on Sat
printed for another week, I thought I urday which means they are probably
would address some random points that playing Ohio State in the BCS National
I've been kicking around. You can call this Championship game, and sports colum
the Thanksgiving Leftovers Column. [TM nists probably spent the last few days
or SM (I'm not sure, since I haven't taken arguing whether this is fair. Some people
Trademark yet. Can you even trademark a will say "We need a playoff system," while
column title?)] To help you skip over the others will say, "Every college football
topics you don't want to read about, I've game is a playoff game." Both points
conveniently labeled each paragraph with are pretty valid, and if we simply com
a clever heading. Enjoy!
bine the two arguments, we would have
MLB: Awards Given to People our solution. Make every game a single
Who Don't Deserve
elimination playoff
Them
game. If a team loses
There is nothing
any game, its season
more inane than debat
is over. When we are
ing who should win the
left with only one un
MVP or Manager of
defeated team, we will
the Year awards. Ryan
crown that team the
Howard may have singlenational champion.
handedly saved the game
The downside to this
of baseball somehow by
plan is that this will
playing atrocious defense
only encourage teams
and not leading his team
to schedule cupcakes
into the playoffs, but I
to maintain their un
don't think he should
defeated record. The
have won the MVP for
simple solution to
that. Similarly, Joe Githis problem is to kick
rardi should probably
all the 1-A crappy
JONATHAN AUERBACH
not have won Man
conferences into
ager of the Year af
1-AA. The winner
ter his team finished
of the 1-AA title
under .500 and didn't
would get to play
make the playoffs.
as an independent
Who cares if they were playing a bunch in 1-A the following season and could
of rookies? Apparently those rookies were stay there if they finished the season with
pretty good, and since the Marlins fired more than 8 wins. Another problem is the
Girardi, they don't really seem to think season could be finished pretty quickly
too highly of his managerial skills Since if the best teams lose early. To solve this
I was under the impression that baseball problem, every losing team would keep
(and basketball and football and hockey) playing for the chance to be crowned the
were team sports, we should probably give number two team. We would then have
out an award for the best team. We could the number one and two teams play at the
call it the league championship, and the end of the season — Oh wait.
teams with the best records would play
NBA and NHL: Yes, the season
each other at the end of the season.
has started
NFL: Announcers on TV say cli
Unbeknownst to many of you, the
ches a lot
NBA and NHL seasons have been up
I read Phil Simms's book on expos and running for the past two months,
ing football myths awhile ago and agreed and we have all witnessed some exciting
with most of it. He railed against the use things. The Knicks already equaled their
of cliches by broadcasters, such as saying entire win total from last season and
the quarterback threw into triple coverage. also somehow got Eddy Curry to lose
This is misleading, since teams seldom if 40 pounds, stopped Steven Francis and
ever cover one player with three defensive Stephon Marbury from taking 80 shots
players. Rather, they have players cover each a game, and kept Isiah alive well into
specific "zones", and sometimes, there the second month of the season. They
are three players in one "zone" where the may one day figure out how to win three
quarterback happens to throw the ball. games in a row, and when that happens,
I believe this defensive scheme is called watch out. Over on the ice, someone
zone coverage, and it has become quite told the Buffalo Sabres that they didn't
popular lately. Any credibility Simms had actually win the 1999 Stanley Cup, and
in my eyes after reading this chapter fell by they are pretty mad. Someone also told
the wayside after he repeatedly used the the Anaheim Ducks that there won't be
very same terms in his broadcasts. I am a fourth Mighty Ducks movie and that
only left to conclude that this book was they no longer have the word "Mighty" in
probably written by a ghostwriter and that their name, and they are also pretty mad.|
Simms's contributions only amounted to In response to these turns of events, both
some post-game quotes that the author teams have gone on a tear, racking up 40
read in an old newspaper article. Since points a third of the way into the season.
every broadcaster seems to be doing this, I You'd better hope that they don't have
think we need a new term to describe what any more of their preconceived notions
happens when a quarterback throws to a of reality shattered, or they may never
receiver who is being covered by a corner lose another game. EVER.
with safety help. We could call it "singleWhile you may think that the above
and-then-one-of-the-safeties-came-over- observations are pretty superficial and
to-help-after-the-pass-was-thrown cover based only on me looking at the league
age." While it's a bit of amouthful, I think standings, I can assure you that you are
football fans will appreciate the more 100 percent correct. Now go back and
accurate commentary.
finish your outline, 1Ls (2Ls and 3Ls, you
College Football: BCS Champion can go back to sleep).
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DANIEL GREENSPAHN

The Top Ten

Ten Ways To Maintain Your
Sanity Around Finals
With Thanksgiving behind us, law students will inevitably come to the
uncomfortable realization that finals have arrived. Hopefully, we'll be able to
remember that stable mental health is a more valuable performance-enhancer
than round-the-clock cramming. With that advice in mind, here are ten ways
to maintain your sanity before, during, and after finals.
1. Eat: you're probably already doing it three times a day, but Decem
ber provides a worthy opportunity to treat yourself to a nice meal. What's
$30 compared to $150,000 in law school debt anyway? A few places that
are worth trying include Hank's Oyster Bar (Dupont), Indique (Cleveland
Park), and Cafe Atlantico (Chinatown). For those looking to eat healthy
during finals, sign up for home delivery of organic produce at www.washingtonsgreengrocer.com.
2. Drink: there is a reason it's called Happy Hour. Although GW
students hardly need encouragement to enjoy liquor, in the off chance that
you're looking for a spot to enjoy a beer with friends, try Ri Ra in Clarendon
for pub trivia on Wednesday nights. You can show off your useless knowledge
and placate your Virginia friends by venturing out to the commonwealth all
in one night.
3. Exercise: sadly, the gym always feels farther away when the study
schedule gets busier. But instead of hopping on the treadmill, head outside,
and enjoy what will hopefully be a mild winter by going for a walk, run, or
bike ride in Rock Creek Park (www.nps.gov/rocr) or ice skating on the rink
in the National Gallery's sculpture garden (www.nga.gov).
4. Relax: apart from getting a healthy dose of sleep each night and
taking power naps in the library, the stress surrounding finals provides good
reason to partake in scheduled unwinding. If you're feeling indulgent,
schedule a massage at Touch Studio (1234 19th Street, 429-8666), Healthy
Wellness Center (1875 K Street, 463-5000), or another nearby place of your
choosing.
5. Music: even if y ou are planning long days on campus to study, the
Kennedy Center's free daily 6 p.m. concerts on the Millennium Stage provide
a good excuse to take a quick one or two hour break. It also doesn't hurt
that its only seven blocks from campus.
6. Movies: in addition to seeing Borat (albeit overrated), the start of
winter is a good time to catch other movies on the big screen. The E Street
Cinema (11th & E) has a wide variety of independent films from Brad Pitt's
new movie, to films focusing on the rise of drugs in Miami, the pedophilia
in the Catholic Church, a portrait of the Iraq war, and the story of a dominatrix and a sex therapist.
7. Art: although staring at a computer screen all day qualifies as vi
sual, it obviously pales in comparison to the exhibits at local venues. Take
a few hours off to visit the galleries in Dupont or Chinatown or the Torpedo
Factory on King Street in Old Town (King Street metro stop on the yellow
and blue lines).
8. Sport: following a brilliant season last year, the GW men's basket
ball team is already off to a much-anticipated successful start this season.
Upcoming 7:30 p.m. games at the Smith Center on campus will be played
on December 5 against Maryland Eastern Shore and December 12 against
Maryland Baltimore County. Hail to the buff!
9. Doctor: seemingly most GW students have been plagued by one
virus or another in the last few weeks. Instead of ignoring your symptoms,
do yourself and your friends a favor by going to health services (2141 K
Street #501, 994-6827) or a doctor before infecting the rest of the school
with cholera.
10. Shop: December means that the holidays are just around the cor
ner and that it is shopping season regardless of whether you are buying for
family, friends, or yourself. For those who haven't fully converted to buying
online, check out the shops in Georgetown, Dupont Circle, Union Station,
Friendship Heights, or Eastern Market among others.
•
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6 Suggestions For Democrats to Maintain Their Majority in 2008
Parti
BY ROB DICK SON

Staff Writer
In the fascinating world of U.S.
politics, interpreting election results is a
lot like cloud watching: everybody thinks
what they see is what everyone else sees.
Now that the mid-term election of
2006 has passed and America's collective
heart rate has stabilized, both parties can
read the November 7th results with more
clarity and hopefully be better prepared
for the 2008 challenge.
It is worth noting that the Demo
crats' gain of 30 seats in the House (a
handful are still under recount) and 6 seats
in the Senate were modest compared to
similarly situated presidents in the past.
The parties of F.D. Roosevelt,
Eisenhower, Kennedy/Johnson, Nixon/
Ford, Reagan, and Clinton on average
lost significantly more House seats, and
roughly the same or more Senate seats,
during the mid-term elections of their
two-term presidencies.
What does t his mean? Couple this
historical perspective with the passage of
several conservative-friendly ballot initia
tives and the Democratic victory begins to
look far less like a mandate.
Democrats have a scant two years
to make the case for continued majority
to the public. The following are three of
six recommendations on how to maintain
their majority 1. Publicly reject all endorsements by
extremists.
In response to the Democrats' elec

tion victory, Abu Hamza al-Muhajir (the opponent's side.
current leader of al Qaeda in Iraq, also
This traditionally posed a problem
known as "Abu the Immigrant") released for the Democrats because of their "big
a 20-minute election commentary on tent" nature. Division can often surface
the internet. According to preliminary in a diverse party where competing in
translations, Abu Hamzah openly con terests, though minor, tend to bubble to
gratulated the American people on their the surface and give the appearance of
election choices saying that "Americans disunity.
have put their foot on the right path," and
Republicans, on the other hand,
that "American forces should leave Iraq" are generally far more unified. Debate
in the same manner as Donald Rumsfeld is subtle and often behind closed doors,
left his position as Secretary of Defense. giving the appearance of solidarity across
Some conservative pundits had all conservative issues.
made the argument, apparently with
As true as this may be, this Repub
some degree of foresight, that though lican trait seems to falter under these
Democrats do not support terrorists, the two issues: federal funding for stem cell
terrorists support Democrats.
research, and immigration (more on this
Democrats, especially the newly- later).
elected leaders like Steny Hoyer and
At present, there exists a fairly cohe
Harry Reid, must slam the door on these sive coalition between social conservatives
types of endorsements immediately. (dominated by faith-based voters) and
After verification of these remarks with libertarian conservatives (dominated by
the Central Intelligence Agency and the fiscal conservatives and national security
White House, Democrats should hold hawks).
a press conference denouncing terror
By focusing efforts to ease limits
ism and rejecting any endorsements by on funding for stem cell research, the
extremists.
Democrats put the GOP in an awkward
This situation presents a dual op position. Either they support funding for
portunity for the Democrats. First, they stem cells, alienating their faith-based
can blunt any conservative attempts to voters, or they oppose funding and further
redefine the election victory as a victory agitate the libertarian conservatives.
for terror, and second, it shows a strong,
This is more poignant an issue as
unified front on their weakest political ever considering the wide-spread dissatis
issue: national security.
faction libertarians have with the fiscal ir
responsibility of the (former) Republican
2. Avoid great divides

The most widely known, but least
stated political maxim is this: to win
elections consistently, emphasize issues
that unify your side while dividing your

the conservative base.

3. Help Democrats believe in Ameri
ca...again.
For all those Democrats who chafe
at the notion that they are less patriotic
than Republicans, read the November 13th
Rasmussen poll.
When asked whether those polled
agreed that America was generally fair
and decent, 61% agreed. That number
seems slightly low, but definitely believ
able considering the recent political
climate.
What is revealing (and troubling) is
the effect a person's political affiliation has
on the result. While 77% of Republicans
believed that America is generally fair and
decent, only 44% of Democrats agreed. In
fact, the Democrats were split 50/50 on
the question with 44% disagreeing.
Can someone be patriotic and
believe that their country is generally
unfair and indecent? No. Granted, this is
a simplistic analysis of one poll, but this
type of national dissatisfaction must be
addressed if Democrats hope to hold their
newly-elected majority.
There can be a number of reasons
for this feeling, none of which relate to an
actual lack of patriotism. It is possible that
the poll only reflects a feeling of despair
tied to the unfortunate lack of progress
in Iraq. Either way, the Democrats are
in a position to make those Americans
congress. There seems to be a small crack believe in the potential and progress of
surfacing in the Republican base between the United States. Enhancing the patrio
these two factions if the Democrats are tism of Democrats would only help to
smart enough, they can push forward a strengthen their appeal to independents
•
positive agenda while driving a wedge in in the long run.
To be continued in Nota Bene's ne xt
issue...

Thoughts on Election Day
BY ADAM PE ARLMAN

Staff Writer
One final word about Decision
2006, for the record, "they" got it wrong.
Yup - they. All of them. Pundits and
spinsters and headline-writers alike, Re
publican and Democrat - doesn't matter.
Two major, overarching claims have been
made about what this election "stands
for" or what it "means." The Democrats,
loud and clear, have said the vote was a
referendum on Iraq. The Republicans,
meanwhile, have tried to hedge against
their loss, saying that the Dems will share
responsibility for whatever failures there
may be over the next two years, which
will help the Republican bid to keep the
White House. While both were wrong
on the night of November 7, the Repub
licans went ahead and decidedly made the
Democrats right on November 8.
Certainly nobody's happy about the
war, and the election sure didn't hinge on
the strength of the economy. But in every
political contest for the past two years, the
Democrats have been focused on the war,
and each time until now, they've lost. The
war trumpets blew in Kerry's presidential
campaign; the war was something the
Democrats were banking on in the special
election to replace indicted Congressman
Cunningham in California in the spring,
and certainly Lieberman's loss in the Con
necticut primary was touted as the defini

tive marker that the war had become "the" it became the issue. Rumsfeld's resigna
issue. But Kerry lost; the Republicans kept tion, followed the next day with Ken
Cunningham's seat; and Lieberman won Mehlman's announcement that he would
handily in the general election.
resign, seemed to indicate that the whole
The vote wasn't about Iraq, per se. party had curled up in a corner and died.
It was about mismanagement - gross Since Bush's election, the Republicans'
mismanagement. While the Democrats biggest strength was that they framed
ran on a single issue, they offered no the issues, and the Democrats followed.
solution to the problem, not really any They've effectively forfeited that advan
way. (Although, it was interesting that tage. Failing to see the difference between
the weekend after the election, the New their being wrong, versus the other side's
being right, they al
York Times ran a very
lowed the Democrats
uppity article, "Incoming
to frame the issues im
Democrats Put Populism
The vote wasn V
portant to the Ameri
Before Ideology," claim
about Iraq, per
can people, and then
ing that Dems essentially
se. It was about
the Republicans took a
ran with no centralized
back-seat. They forgot
platform. It didn't even
mismanagement
the first lesson about
mention Iraq until the
- gross
public image -one that
33rd paragraph of the
even Eminem knows
38-paragraph article.) It
mismanagement.
well -"I am whatever I
was their third time try
say I am." Republicans
ing the "we're not Bush"
didn't say much about
message, and this time
they won. But the Republicans offered themselves at all this election; they ran in
the electorate no reason at all to keep fractured fear of the Democratic boogeythem in power. They had long forfeited men, Pelosi and Reid.
In the same vein, note to Repub
their staple fiscal restraint. They were
held responsible, rightly or wrongly, for licans: absent an extraordinary change
the very underwhelming handling of the of fortune, i.e. unless you're able to get
Hurricane Katrina aftermath. And then the public to stop believing what they've
there was Abramhoff. And then there been shoveled in the wake of this election,
you've just shot yourselves in the foot for
was Foley.
Iraq was an issue, a big one, on No the next cycle. It's a shame, really; it's the
vember 7. But, it wasn't until November sort of foregone conclusion that takes the
8 - when Republicans made it so - that fun out of politics. When actually looking

at the numbers, this year didn't approach
that watershed moment of 1994. Really,
for a second mid-term, it was about an
average shift, and there's certainly no wide
margin in either house.
But Republicans have apparently
bought into the Democratic rhetoric. I
can't decide whether it's sad or humorous
how defeatist Republicans instantly be
came. It took fewer than 48 hours for the
unseated (read "disgraced") Senator Lin
coln Chafee to trail blaze his own moral
high ground. In saying that he would not
support confirming John Bolton as US
Ambassador to the UN before he leaves
office in January, he used the broad brush,
"at this late stage in my term, I'm not go
ing to endorse something the American
people have spoke out against." Chafee
ignored that he has publicly challenged
Bolton from the beginning, openly ques
tioned the President's pre-war intelligence,
and is the most liberal Republican in the
Senate. And he lost... but by a much wider
margin than the much more conservative
and Bush-allied Allen, Burns, and Tal
ent. The war wasn't Chafee's downfall,
nor were photo-ops with Bush. Hey, LC,
this isn't England; Rhode Island voted
against you. Changing parties won't do
you any good.
The Republicans, for the time being,
simply ran out of gas. In the constant oneupsmanship contest for momentum, the
Republicans have put themselves on the
losing end for awhile.
•
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The Return of Liberalism
Any author of columns titled "On
We use 'liberal' and 'conservative'
the Left" or "On the Right" will inevitably to refer to positions on culture, which
traffic in the words 'liberalism' and 'con- can sometimes be inconsistent with their
servativism,' Democrat and Republican, meanings with respect to equality and
They reference ideologies and parties, liberty. Daniel Patrick Moynihan summed
but they are also labels - at times use- up these views succinctly when he wrote
ful, other times meaningless, and still that "the central conservative truth is that
other times misleading. The poverty of it is culture, not politics, that determines
precision in the definithe success of a society.
tionof these words spells
„ '
~
The central liberal truth
,, .
,
BY JOSH UA TEITELBAUM
. ,
trouble for our political
is that politics can change
discourse. Any attempt
a culture and save it from
at disentangling them is
itself." Modern cultural
surely overreaching for a
conservatism is about
one thousand word column. Forgive us, tradition; modern cultural liberalism is
it was my idea.
about change.
Liberty, Equality and Fraternity.
Yet, Bush has inverted this formula.
This triad forms the elements of every While claiming to be heir to the conser
democratic capitalist society. On the right vative throne, he has consistently used
are those who prefer individual liberty politics to change culture. It is at the heart
over social equality, on the left are those of neoconservative foreign policy and in
who prefer social equality to individual the President's evangelical nature (not to
liberty, and fraternity is what binds the mention political base) on the domestic
two poles in a common nation. What side. Whether it is stem cell research or
the French Revolutionaries referred to a constitutional amendment banning gay
as fraternity, we now refer to as culture marriage, the President has had no prob- those amorphous values and attitudes lems using politics to try to change our
held between personal relationships, culture - using liberal means to further
It is that social space where individual culturally traditional ends,
and state fuse into community. Politics,
Bush maintains this perversion
for the last half century especially, have while holding on to the classical conservabeen the battle between left and right over tive skepticism of government. He seeks
the cultural values that define American to use it for change yet doesn't actually befraternity. In recent decades, Republicans lieve that government is the right method
have been better at identifying their pole for solving people's problems. So he
on the left-right scale with the third ele- 'starves the beast,' implementing tax cut
merit of culture, but due to their latest after tax cut. Of course, when you have
incarnation of 'conservatism,' the sands power, your overriding concern becomes
are shifting beneath their feet.
maintaining that power, and the K Street
Classical conservatism and enlight- Project institutionalized that effort. The
enment liberalism each have their roots in erosion of the Republican majority octhe social contract but emphasize different curred in one-fourth the time of the eroobligations. Classical conservatism holds sion of the previous Democratic majority
a deep suspicion of the power of the state, because they never believed that what
Enlightenment liberalism still holds indi- they were controlling could be used for
vidual rights to be inalienable but that the any good. To do any good, government
government exists to protect them from
had to be reduced, not used. Even the big
other individuals and the government tent that was the Republican Party could
itself. But a funny thing happened on the no longer house these massive ideological
way to the present day - events obscured and political contradictions,
consistency in the words we use to deThe defining characteristic of our
scribe ideas.
time now and for the foreseeable future
Over the course of the Progressive will be the drastic income inequality in
Era, the Great Depression, and the New and between societies. You could hear
Deal, the political 'liberal' found himself the whispers of change in the midterm
on the 'equality' side of the left-right scale, election coverage whenever a right-leanrather than the liberty side, now occupied ing pundit would wonder aloud why
by conservatives. The lone individual Republicans weren't getting credit for,
could no longer protect himself from the what appears to be on a macro-scale, a
ills of modern industry, leaving him to healthy economy. The answer is that the
seek security (physical, financial, and so- benefits of increased wealth production
rial) in the state. Liberals are the protectors are going to those that already have it,
of equality of opportunity; conservatives while insecurity is creeping up the social
are the protectors of individual initiative ladder. Excessive inequality undermines
from government restraint. However, as it the institutions that are conducive to
became more confusing to keep track of progress by segregating the desires of the
who was what, the ideologies, in domestic left-out from the consciousness of the inpolitics, became more irrelevant.
charge. Voters are ripe for someone who
The post-war boom and the advent can assuage their fears that their children
of the modern welfare state created the will be the first generation to not do better
first middle class society. The history of than they did -that the American Dream
nations had known only mass poverty needs to be restored,
until the mid-twentieth century when the
Liberals are better poised to send
luxuries of the rich became wide-spread, that message because we have in our
The emergence of America as an Afflu- ideological and cultural history the conent Society, along with consensus on the viction that we are all in this struggle for
managed economy, led to a decrease in self-fulfillment together and that we as a
the bitter ideological debate on the role of nation fail when opportunities for that
the state in economic affairs and gave rise achievement are distributed drastically
to the bitter ideological debate on the role unequally.
of the state in cultural affairs. Combined
Watch out for a return to the debate
with the alignment of the ideologies and of how best to provide security and restore
the parties, fraternity came roaring back, upward mobility for a shrinking middle
The party label became shorthand for class - and a concurrent ascendancy of
personal identity.
liberalism.
•

On the Left

Conservatives at the Crossroads
What do liberalism and conser- thinking. Neo-Conservatism appeared on
vatism mean today? It's an involved the scene in the wake of the Cold War.
question. Ask an Iowa farmer why he is While there are a number of different defia Republican and you'll get a different nitions for the term, it is fundamentally
response than you would by asking the an outlook on foreign policy that requires
same question of a Wall Street executive. America to be proactive and aggressive in
Ask a retired steel worker from Pittsburgh international affairs. Neo-conservatism is
why he's a Democrat and you'll get a very where ideas like preemptive warfare take
different answer than
root. It requires America
you
would
from
an
anti„
~
7*7!
to address threats to the
J
„
BY ADAM J. BESTER
,
,
war demonstrator from
mternational order and
California.
to do so unilaterally if
We're so used to
necessary. Time will tell
seeing the polarized dewhether the concept of
bate flowing from Capitol Hill that we the Neo-Conservative will survive the
forget the enormous diversity of ideas conflict in Iraq.
underlying our political affiliations. ToThe third major theme in modern
day's conservatives have some important conservatism is social conservatism,
choices to make regarding their stances The biggest problem with defining social
on key issues. The movement is evolving conservatism is dealing with the issue of
as it passes from one generation to the the Religious Right. These folks are most
next. I can't give you a perfect definition commonly associated with opposition to
of liberalism or conservatism. I can only abortion, homosexual marriage, and emdescribe the main themes of modern bryonic stem cell research. They favor soconservatism and provide an opinion on rial legislation based on morality, and they
where the movement is headed.
base their moral judgments on religion.
Fiscal conservatism is perhaps the Some people think that it's irrational, and
broadest, most understood theme of mod- some think it's just fine. I happen to fall
ern conservatism. Conservatives want the somewhere in the middle. But the reality is
Federal government to let them alone that the religious right is not the only facet
under most circumstances. They have of modern social conservatism. In fact,
an aversion to big government spending a trend is emerging within conservative
and high taxes. We don't like the Federal channels that may, in-time, grow to rival
government telling us what to do. And, or overtake the Religious Right,
we don't like it when the Federal governLibertarian Conservatives (aka
ment takes our property and the income "South Park conservatives") are growwe earn through toil and investment and ing in number and may one day redefine
uses it to fund bloated bureaucracy. Most what it is to be socially conservative. As
true fiscal conservatives gripe with the our nation's population ages, the younger
current administration over its level of more tolerant generation of libertarian
domestic spending. But they can't criticize conservatives is gaining influence. Wheththe President's economic policy entirely; er or when the libertarian strain of social
Bush has delivered the broad tax cuts that conservatives takes hold is anybody's
we called for. For many conservatives it guess. It could take decades, or it could
has been the crowning achievement of his be just a few more years. Be sure though
administration's domestic policy.
that there is a groundswell of social conForeign policy conservatism is a servatives who favor the traditional ideals
theme of modern conservatism that is of fiscal and foreign policy conservatism
all-too-often misunderstood. Conserva- but who have a broader interpretation of
tives favor a strong military, but contrary civil liberties and see a more limited role
to popular belief, conservatives are not for social legislation,
warmongers. (No really, I'm serious here.)
Conservatism is at a crossroads
Those who assume that conservatives as we enter the modern era. Conservawant a large military to pursue "impe- tives have to choose whether to align
rialist" designs seriously misunderstand themselves with the neo-conservatives on
foreign policy conservatism. Conserva- foreign policy, whether they want a return
tives subscribe to the ancient idea that to older concepts of semi-isolationist dethose who want peace must prepare for terrence based foreign policy, or whether
war. Traditional conservatives are actually we can reconcile the two. We also have
closet isolationists. Conservatives don't to choose our affiliations as social conwant to pick fights or start wars. We just servatives. The next two years provide us
want to appear strong enough that nobody with these and other important decisions,
should want to pick a fight with us. But It's time for conservatives to refocus our
if somebody does, we want to make sure energies and decide where we stand on
that we come out on top.
the defining themes of the conservative
The past six years have seen the rise movement,
of what many call "neo-conservatism."
-Adam is a 3L, a fiscal conservative,
We call it neo-conservatism because it's a social moderate, and a reluctant neoa departure from traditional conservative con.
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OPINIONS
Cleaning up the Game or
Diminishing Passion?

So, the "crazy time" has engulfed your conversation? Now, that last one is
often disagree with the calls made by the
us all once again. You've got classmates natural after a few drinks—everyone does
BY JIMI CHAN G
(allegedly blind and deaf) referees, and
who've been furiously outlining since the it. But if all you can talk about are things
Contributing Writer
naturally, passionately argue their cases in
Sunday after the Halloween Party (Disas you used to do with that person then, quite
hope of a reversal and to temper calls later
ter), parents who want you to stay home frankly, you are no longer friends. You're
Professional athletes and the sports in the game. As fans we expect no less of
longer for Thanksgiving and Christmas, old friends, who have no current common in which they compete hold a unique sta the players, but the threat of penalty will
friends from college and high school experiences and very little contact. Let tus in our society. For better or for worse, now curtail much of that zealous plead
who want to make plans, and pretty soon them go.
many fans live and die with their team, ing. A technical foul is no small matter for
you'll realize you haven't bought anyone
Finally, there is the inevitable holi- geographic or collegiate in affiliation. The a player, as they carry gradated financial
any Christmas presHMiB day angst about present bond formed by supporting a team allows penalties and in aggregate can lead to
ents yet.
shopping. Fortunately,
to be a part of something greater, to be suspensions. So the result of the rule is
Despite the obvious joy with the rise of the one
So, where
part of a fan-base and to live vicariously certainly going to have a chilling effect
does that leave you?.
of over-eating, exams, internet (in case you through the performance of the team. The on any emotion at all expressed by the
Freaked out by your
and spending time with missed it) this really teams become focus points for some ves players, which on some level diminishes
law school classmates'
should not be an issue. tige of nationalistic fervor, and we as fans the value of the game to everyone.
distant relatives, this
work ethic, annoyed by
Take a few deep breaths carry great expectations for the fortunes
It isn't hard, however, to understand
your parents, stressed
and
go
to
Amazon.com
of
our
team.
Accordingly,
the
athletes
why
the
game's supervisors feel a need to
time of year often finds
out by your efforts to
or half.com (a personal have become our modern day gladiators, limit passion. Athletes are more than just
ways to suck something favorite) and place your and we expect these gladiators to lead combatants of the hardwood and gridiron;
determine which of
your old friends are
fierce.
order within the next our teams to become champions. One they have become role models, whether
still your friends, and
week. And, remember, knows that championships are necessar they want that responsibility or not. Pas
angry because Christ- """"'"""""""
if you can't think of ily rare, but we want to see each member sion unbridled leads to PR nightmares
mas present purchasing may conflict anything to buy someone it's because you of the team give his or
like Ron Artest fighting
financially with your New Year's Eve don't really love them and/or don't know her all in pursuit of that
fans in the stands; Todd
Athletes are more
blowout (ok, maybe that's just me). them well enough. So, don't get them a championship. By play
Bertuzzi sucker punch
than just combatants ing a rookie on ice so
Despite the obvious joy of over-eating, present. Doing so would be living a lie.
ing as hard as possible,
exams, and spending time with distant
Always keep in mind that as bad by expressing passion for
of the hardwood and hard that it breaks three
relatives, this time of year often finds ways as this time of year can get, soon you'll the competition, we can
vertebrae; or Albert
gridiron; they have
to suck something fierce.
have finished a semester of law school. respect the effort and per
Haynesworth scraping
Anyways, being old, wise, and lazy Whether it's your first or your fifth, that's haps believe that in their become role models..
his cleats across the
I thought I'd provide a few suggestions to always a good thing. In addition, always shoes, we would give as
exposed face of a prone
get you through this madness. First off, keep in mind that this time of year really much to the game.
opposing player. These
ignore your O.C.D. classmates who insist is special. You can reconnect with old
So what happens when the game actions are not what role models should
on working for 10 hours a day. Unless you friends and family, eat some home-cooked enforces rules to limit that passion? This present to receptive audiences. These
are not the brightest person in the world meals, and take advantage of the plethora season, the NBA has instituted a new actions are admittedly extreme outliers,
(and I know a few dim people go to law of easy opportunities to help those in "Respect for the Game" rule that allows were heavily penalized, and were not the
school here), relax. Yeah, you have exams need. O, and if none of that excites you, referees to levy a technical foul against kinds of action the NBA's new rule could
in about 3 to 4 weeks, but there's only so there are a lot of great movies coming out any player who complains about the deter. The altruistic goal of this change is
much preparing you can do. The only ex and plenty of sports to watch. And plenty game's officiating such that it interferes to teach children in the audience to play
ception to that rule is a closed book exam of free alcohol at family get-togethers.• with game play. Players in every sport in a sportsmanlike manner, without act
ing immature when a call goes against
where the professor wants you to spit
them. But what the Respect for the Game
out as much memorized law as possible
additionally deters are the constructive,
(which is rare). Otherwise, remember that
self-regulating aspects of basketball.
you'll have all the information you need
The library is getting more crowded. tice Law Journal, Business Lawyer, and
Self-regulation by athletes is more
with you. Professors want a well-reasoned
answer more than they want one where Dominos is on speed dial. Some guys American Business Law Journal. We will obvious in baseball and hockey. A pitcher
someone has turned their outline into named Glannon and Emmanuel are the now be reaching out to these journals in who throws too dangerously invites the
hopes that one will sign other team to bean his own teammates.
essay form. Writing a solid answer takes most important people in
on
to work with G W.This (And honestly, baseball can be such a
your
life.
Ah,
finals...
mental skill and ability. Quite frankly, if
is
a
great start on things, slow game, one wants to see the occa
The
fall
semester
is
you don't have those now you're screwed.
and
hopefully we can sional bench-clearing brawl.) Hockey is
winding
down,
and
spring
Give up.
combine
student enthusi very open with its self-regulation, seen
is
almost
upon
us.
I
know
I
As for your parents, unless they
asm
and
faculty support in the very large "enforcers" who spread
will
be
hidden
somewhere
don't like you (it happens), they probably
to
bring
another
journal blood and teeth across the ice. This ex
in
the
lower
levels
of
the
want you to stay at home longer than you
to
the
law
school.
As we pressive condemnation is more subtle in
plan on staying. If you are flying home library.
continue
our
efforts,
I basketball because it is not just between
The
fall
has
been
a
for both holidays than this topic does
promise
to
keep
you
all
busy
one
for
the
SBA.
We've
players but also between the players and
not apply to you. Unless your parents
informed.
the referees.
are insane, they won't pressure you to brought in new leadership,
With regards to the
Officiating in basketball is more
change your flight. If you're driving, planned some good events,
flexible
exam push, we entwined with the flow and outcome of
and
learned
from
our
misremember that you need to convey firm
are going to the game than in the other major sports.
dates for arrival and departure. It makes t a k e s . I
keep work Fouls called in basketball stop play as
t
h
a
n
k
a
l
l
it seem like you actually have something
SAM JAM MAL
ing with the opposed to being enforced generally after
important to do back in DC when you of you who
faculty and the fact as in football, or simply determin
played
such
tell your parents that you're coming back
deans. A tri ing a fact of safe/out as in baseball. The
here on the 29th of December, instead of a huge role
al is taking emotional responses directed at the refs
w
i
t
h
t
h
e
revealing the truth: you want to enjoy go
ing out in DC for a week or two without SBA and look forward to working with place this semester in a few classes. More may seem disrespectful to some, but the
details on this trial will be available early refs are only human and make mistakes;
law school classes forcing you to wake up you in the spring.
next semester. In January, the SBA will the incredulous facial expression or ges
The
spring,
will
be
a
busy
time
at
before noon.
be surveying the student body on exam ture is much more efficient and effective
the
law
school,
so
look
out
for
announce
On to the friends. This one is a bit
formats and ethical issues surrounding than walking up to the ref at the end of
more difficult. After all, without know ments on SBA events, such as Barrister's,
any changes in policy. We also will be the quarter to go over calls A, B, & C with
the
Law
Games,
and
other
law
school
ing the details it's hard for me to provide
taking a proposal to the faculty, in hopes which a player had issue.
staples,
such
as
Van
Vleck,
Law
Revue,
any sound advice about which friends to
of getting a vote on exam reform at the
and
Softball.
For
graduates,
you
will
have
By requiring the irrefutable ref
discard. What I will say is that there are
law school. This won't be easy, and your erees to cut off any complaint or brief
a few signs you should look for that may all of these events, plus Commencement
help will be needed, so look out for our emotional outburst with a penalty, the
give you hints about whether it's time no Activities to look forward to.
January survey.
During
the
spring,
the
SBA
will
be
players are more likely to play with less
longer to be friends. First, do you have
I ana e xcited about a great spring joy because they have less control over
the same conversation with that person continuing our push for another journal
semester and look forward to continuing the game and no apparent recourse. The
the first 10 minutes every time you see and for flexible exams. At the most recent
to work for you. Thank you everyone for NBA has effected this rule to clean up
SBA
meeting,
we
made
a
list
of
the
unaf
them (the where do you live, what are
what has been an enjoyable fall semester. the game, and perhaps it will. But if the
filiated
journals
we
will
be
contacting
for
you doing now, etc)? Second, are they
I wish you all the best of luck during final game is sterilized, it loses its purpose in
married and/or have children (assuming possible association with GW. Our list
exams and over the holidays! Time for providing passionate competition as an
includes:
Antitrust
Law
Journal,
National
you're single)? Third, do they insist on
• emotional outlet for the masses.
•
rehashing past events for a majority of Tax Journal, Tort Trial & Insurance Prac- some coffee and cold pizza.

Semester's Over

Message from the
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ODDS AND ENDS
Letters To The Editor
To the Assemblers of the Registra
tion Packet - On Registration Materi
als:
As a 3L registering for classes for
the last time, I was struck by the anxiety
and stress surrounding course selection
and registration that has not abated with
my increased experience with this process.
Upon quick reflection, I realized that this
is so because the registration materials
- aimed at facilitating the registration
process -are as useful as a solar powered
flashlight.
Problem 1: Why is "Criminal Pro
cedure" list ed after "Elder Law" and other
imponderables...
An eager Student receives the law
school Registration Packet looking to select
courses. The Student wishes to register for
- say, "International Law". To register,
the Student needs to know when this class
meets, right? Okay, so when the Student
opens the Registration Packet to look up
"International law", the Student quickly
realizes that the courses in the Schedule
of Classes are not listed alphabetically. So,
the Student must flip through the entire
Schedule of Classes - only one time if
lucky (but more likely three or four times)
- to track down the schedule information
for "International Law". All this effort for
just one class! Compound this process by
however many courses this poor Student
plans to take, and the frustration associ
ated with this effort becomes apparent. In
sum, there appears little methodto the mad
ness that is the listing of courses included
in the Registration Packet.
In defense of whoever puts together
the Registration Packet, I ultimately
discerned that there is indeed a system
for ordering courses. In theory at least,
courses are listed by "subject matter".
Thus, for example, courses like "Patent
Enforcement" and "Federal Circuit"
are grouped together under a broader
conception of their subject matter - viz..
Intellectual Property Law.
To an extent, I suppose, this subject
matter breakdown is helpful - for ex
ample, to the student generally searching
for course relating to "corporate law".
However, there are at least two difficulties
in relaying course information to students
in the current manner:
• First, to the uninitiated, it is at
times difficult to divine under what subject
matter a particular course falls. Does the
course on "Islamic Law" fall under the
subject matter of "International Law"?
Why is "Law and Literature" grouped
with "Law and Medicine"? If the student
can't guess the subject matter, the student
must resort to thumbing through the entire
Registration Packet to locate particular
course information.
• Second - and perhaps more dis
tressing - is that the Registration Packet
does not include these subject matter titles.
Lacking these subject matter titles, there is
no means of glancing at the Registration
Packet to learn if one is, for example, in
the "corporate law" or "international law"
section of courses.

"Estate Planning" and "Evidence".
Also - to those stalwarts who prefer
their courses listed by subject matter - I
don't see a conflict in adopting the alpha
betical system. As it stands, the Registra
tion Packet is printed single-sided; thus,
by printing double-sided, w hoever creates
the Registration Packet could accom
modate both the alphabetical and subject
matter breakdowns without increasing the
amount of paper used. Regardless, if the
subject matter classification is retained,
whoever puts together the Registration
Packet simply must include the subject
matter titles in this listing for the sake of
student sanity.
Problem 2: Looking for the time of
a final exam bv the time of the final exam:
the Mobius Strip of tautologies.
Okay, put aside the above-described
problem for a moment, and consider the
following: eager Student has (eventu
ally) managed to track down the course
information for "International Law". The
Student is elated because the date and
time of the course do not conflict with
that of the "Trust and Estates" class the
Student is planning to take...
But wait, are these classes' exams
on the same day?
Well, the Student's logical nextstep is to find out the date and time of the
"International Law" final exam, right?
Okay, to do this the Student must turn to
a separate page of the Registration Packet
- labeled "Examination Schedule". Un
fortunately for the Student, the current
method of delivering the examination date
and time information is perhaps the least
logical means devised. This is because
the Examination Schedule is categorized by
the very information the person looking at the
schedule seeks to ascertain. In other words,
the Student seeking to learn the date and
time of an examination, must first know
the date and time of the Examination in
order to look the information up! This
couldn't be more bass-ackwards. If the
Student wants to know the date and time
of the "International Law" final exam, the
Student must look at all the days and all
the times on the Examination Schedule
to find this information. There has to be
a better way...
...and in fact there is. Instead of
the current practice, why not include
a separate column in the Schedule of
Classes section of the Registration Packet
that provides the date and time of the rel
evant course's final examination? Thus,
on the same page that the Student located
the course information the Student would
learn the relevant course'sfinal examination
information. Moreover, as adoption of
this solution demands only the addition
of a single column of text to the Schedule
of Classes component of the Registra
tion Packet, there should be no resulting
increase in the number of pages used in
printing the packet.
In Conclusion:

Okay, I never have to register again
To remedy this malady, I propose - and am free from dealing with the above.
simply listing courses alphabetically by title. But whoever it is that puts together the
The Student looking to get the course in Registration Packet, I hope you adopt
formation for "Employment Law" would these suggestions. I know that it would
pick up the Registration Packet, flip it have made this whole registration thing
open, and know that "Employment Law" easier going for at least one student.
- Pete Bazos, 3L
comes after "E-Commerce", but before
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